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AESTFACT
Vroom's cognitive model, which proposes to both

exp3ain and predict an individual's level or work productivity Ly
drawing on the construct motivation, is discus7sed and three
hypotheses gererated: (1) that Vrccm's model does predict performance
in a non-industrial setting; (2) that it predicts self-perceived
performance Letter than measures externally derived; and (3) that a
measure of oelf-rated Expectancy inFrcves the predicitve power of the
model. All three hypotheses were confirmed cn a sample of 33 nemters
of a unLversity wrestling tean. Interviews ard questionnaire were
used to collect relevant data from team mernters and coaches. :ample
items from the questionnaire arc included. (TI)
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Vroom's model purposes to both explain and predict an individual's level

of work productivity by drawing on the construct, motivation. Beginning with

the premise that most work behavior is voluntary, and thus motivated, the theory

iu aimed nt identifying the nnderlying comr,onents of this motivational base.

The model dalineatez the manner in which these underlying components combine,

resulting in a. ubiquitous force rpon the individual. The behavioral manifesta-

tion a this force is revealed in the amount of effort expended to achieve some

desired performance j,cvel.

More specifically, an individual's motivation to perform at some given

lonel can be exr'airA, Vroom conin:nds, by defining those outcomes or consequences

which the inivinai associates with that performance level. The degree to which

any one of these outcomes actually contributes to the motivational base is a

multiplicative fnnction of two factors: the valence or anticipated satisfaction

or dirsatisfaction to be derived from that outcono, and the perceived probability

that the outcome will or will not he realized upon attainment of a given level

of performance. Vroom refers to this latter notion as the instrumentality of

porformanc.e level "X" for the attainment of outcome "Y". Thus, for example, in

oY71er for supervisor approval to serve as a motivator or inducement for high

performance, the worker must bon); desire the supervisor's praise (positive va-

lence), and also feel that increasod performance wi:l increase the probability

receiving this approval (positive instrvmentalitv). in addition to the

notions aboat the motivating function of associated outcomes, the model also

states that the individual must reel that he has control over his perfonaance

level. This is denoted in the model an expectancy. 211 the context of the

previous example, even though the subject desires a supervisor's approval and

sees it as contingent upon performing at a certain level, this outcome will not

motivate him unles3 he feels he is capaate or has the potential to achieve the

neoessary perfomance criterion.
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Previous attempts to determine the validity of Vroom's model have been

conducted either in actual industrial settings (Galbraith & Cummings, '67;

Hacks an a Porter, '68) or in "experimental simulations" of industrial environ-

meats (Green, '69). This tread is not surprising since when Vroom introduced

the model in 1964, the primary emphasis was placed on its application in indus-

trial-organizational contexts. However, it is our contention that there are

no intrinsic characteristics of the model which should restrict its utility

solely to industrial environments. On the contrary, the model should be an

egeally powerful tool in virtually any performance setting.

Consequently, one of the purposes of this study was to extend thn validity

of the model through an assessment of its predictive power in a non-industrial

milieu. A secoad goal was to test a proposed modification of the thory. Vroom's

model has been evaluated in totes of its ability to account for variations in

performance. Without exception, the measure of performance predicted was

derived by seye external, often called objective oceans, for example, unit-output

records. Hoeever, tho model Vroom espouses is distinctly cognitive. Emphasis

in all the independent meaeures is on the perceptions or cognitions of the individual,

that is, self-rated valence, self-rated instrumentality, and self-rated expectancy..

Hence it is with soma trepidation that this author learns that in the quantification

of the dependent vari.al-l3 productivity, the perceptions of the focal individual are

ceepletely ignored.

Is it not reasonable to view cognitively derived, self-perceived performance

as an intervening variable between the motivational base and "objective" perfor-

mance. Vroom argues that a worker adjusts his performance to a force impinging

upon him to attain a certain level of output. But performance for the individual

is defined by his perceptual and cognitive processes. It therefore seems defensible

that 1.t is this cognitive Index of perforwowe that the worker adjusts to this

force, and as a result it is this measure of performance that is in fact predicted
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by the theory. What success the model hat: enjoyed as a predictor o2 various

other indicies of performance may reasonably 1e explained by th.. sizable correla-

tion extant between self and other ratin,-; of this variable (Parker, '59; Koppel,

'70). The present study wets designed to generate some data relevant to this

question.

A final purpose was to examine the contribution made by the expectzncy

notion. Galbraith and Cummings ('67) conducted an investigation w'nich provils

heretofore, the most complete test of Vroon's model. Unfortunately, they failed

to measure expectancy. It was their contention that the research setting in

which the study was conducted was such that their subjects had complete freeclom

to regulate their output level. Consequently, they simply assumed expectancy

was equal to unity. While objectively this assumption may be justified, the

model calls for perceived, not obje,:tive expectancy. Their subjects, for a

vide variety of reasons, may not have felt that their rate of output was entire.",y

under their own control. Consequently, although they did find some evidence few

the model, its potential efficacy may well have been attenuated.

In the present study, although we too felt expectancy might equal unity,

a measure of the subject's perception was included.

In sum then, the present endeavor addresses itself to three issues. First,

would Vroom's model predict performance in a non-industrial setting? Second,

does t'-.e model in fact predict self-perceived performance better tImm measure;

externally derived? And finally, will a measure of self-rated expectancy imp-,ove

the predictive power of the model?

Procedure

Thirty-three members of the Iowa State University Wrestling ;seam completed

questionnaires designed to yield the information required by the model. The

five performance related outcomes about which data were collected were derived

through interviews with former team members and the throe team coaches. These

outcomes are: 1) support from coaches, 2) respect of teamates, 3) winning matches,
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4) making the starting te3m, aid 5) necong too tied to study after practice.

PresmA)ly this last outcome was negatively valent, although J::3.ittedly for son?.

of these athletes, the obverse is true. The dependent variable was defined as

the amaint of effort put forth in daily practice se.i:sions by a wrestler. til_yn

on this variable, (.%.s well as on ability were collected for every wrestler from

each of the three team ooaehes. In addition, each wrestier indicated. in the

questionnaire how he perceived his ova relative of effort. Slavic items

from the questionnaire are shown in the handout.

After transfonration of all scores to deriation form, a test of the applica-

bility of Vroam's tedel in this setting was made 'ay regressing coach-rated effort

on the full model. This is labeled Eq 1 in tie hlndout.

A second regression, Eq 2, was ran on self -rated effort and a comparison

of the multiple r
2

from this regression Was made with the r
2
obtained in Eq 1.

This provided a teat of the by-athesis that the nodel predicts self- not coach-

rated effort.

Finally expectancy eras deleted from the model to test for the hypothesized

loss of predictive power when this variable is assumd to equal unity.

Rssults and Discussion

Since it is our position that a modification in the definition of the

dependent variable is needed, let U3 exA.Wne this point first. This will enable

us to discuss the remaining hypotheses in light of the model which proves to

be mote appropriate.

Vroom's full model was regressed on coach-rated and then self -rated effoi:t.

Subsequently, a test devised by Pitman wan employed to test Zor a significant

difference in variance explained by the ti:u models. The results cue displayed

in Table 1. As can be seen, the residual variance from the regression on co71Qh-

rated effort is significantly greater than that remaining after the regression

on self-rated effort (t3.04;df.226;p(.01). Thus the hypothesis that Vroom's

model is a better predictor of self-rated effort is confirmed. How are we to

interpret this finding?
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Oa the ere heed, we cal -view the medel as a preeietoe of perceived

'Dario/mance, as has been argued. X2 we do, then by definition self:-atings

are more approeriate. However, if we chcose to regard performance a5 a behavorial

rather than cam. cognitive construct as above, what relevance has this anding?

If we take a behavioristic approach to perforAance, we assume that there

is ere "true" avel of perforaance tet deeerihas cech wrestler, our problem

then becomes cne of t-e.nding battee eretimeee Cele eeve level. Asuming

that self-ratiegs do provide a batter estimate of tree performance titan do coach-

ratine!s, several pessible explanatione for this e:;.ist.

Cue conceivable explenaeion is that theoueh definitional confes5on over

the construct to be 'cetera, that is, effort, the coaches were actuelty rating

a slichtly different construee. than ware the wrestlers. Since the tae retinen

had only 50% of their variance in coneon, this explanetion seems viable. new

ever, when we lorrect for tie! attenuation dee to Cha enreliabllity of eech

measure, they correlate perfeetly. Eence, the fecpleeation that we heva estieaves

of two different constructs S2CMS

Lifferential method variance nieht also explain the diseeeponey between

the predictability of coach-rated vereen selfreted effort. There is some

evidence that self-re'ings on a -meter of dimensions ccerclate more highly with

one another than self and other ratings OA these dimensions (c f. Feeeel &

Seohtest, '70) . Consequently, we might eepect e greater corrolatien 'eetveen

self-rated effort and the sel-rated variables of expsceency, valcnce, and irstu-

mentalety than obtained with the !taterogenecus coebination of coach-rated effort

and self-rated independent variables. In short, in the foreer caee ve red only

contend with trait variance, whereas in the latter, heth method variance (different

raters) and trait variance are potential sources for error in our reeseres. In

this study it is not possible to determine the degree to which this differential

method variance has forced the obtained results.



R final expi.a.nation for the suparicrity of self-rated effort as a crite:d.cn

is that this estimate of true effort ha3 greater criterion relevance. It is this

account that we endorse. since the individual wrestle4- has a far larger sample of

his "effort" behavior than does a coach mho musr observe an entire team, it is

likely that his estimate is a better approximation to true effort. Furthermore,

it is diffloult for a coach to separate effort rom ability in his ratings. For

example, two wrestlers may appear to be working equally hard, but if one is

shorter-winded than the other, he must exert greater effort. Certainly a wrestler

rating himself is in a better pasition to take these considerations into account.

Presuming for the moment that in the lest five minutes I have succeeded in

establishing self-ratings as the more appropriate criterion in the model, let us

now turn to the remaining hypothesis.

The second ma:lor question addressed in this endeavor concerned the applicability

of Vroom's model to a non-industrial milieu. When the self-rated effort was re-

gressed on the full model, a correlation of .65 resulted. As is shown in Table

1, this is significant beyond the .025 level. The hypothesis that the model is

applicable in a non-industzial setting was taereby confirmed.

Finally, the hypothesis that the actual measurement of expectancy would

improve the predictive rower of the model also received confirmation. Signifi-

canity more variance was explained when expectancy was included in the regression

equation than when it was omitted, F6,2e 3.23, 1)4. .025 (compare Table 1 with

Table 2). This finding underscores the importance of actually measuring all

constructs in a cognitive model, regardless of the confidence of the experimenter

in his ability to anticipate the nature of the resulting data.

In sum then, all three hypothesis were confirmed. Vroom'o model appears

to be a useful tool in divergent performancl settings, industrial and otherwise.

Furthermore, the data suggest that the model dose in fact predict self-rated or

perceived performance rather than other performance criteria. And last, perceived

expectancy, it Appears, must be measured in each test of the model in order to

do justice to the theory. 7
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